Chirp! DREAM letters
Finished Size: approximately 8” x 33”

Fabric Requirements:
- 1/4 yard of 4 fabrics (the dark brown is used twice)
- 1/2 yard of Fast2Fuse fusible interfacing
- 2 yards of brown ribbon
- paper punch

Instructions:

From the Fast2Fuse cut 5 rectangles 9” x 10”

From your fabrics cut 5 rectangles 9” x 20 1/2”

Fold a fabric rectangle in half so that it measures about 9” x 10 1/4” with Right Sides Out

Slide a piece of the Fast2Fuse in between your fabric rectangle so that you have made a sandwich with fabric Right Sides Out on both sides of the Fast2Fuse.

Iron your sandwich together (refer to the Fast2Fuse instructions for more detail) on both sides so that the fabric sticks to the Fast2Fuse.

Repeat for all 5 rectangles.

Cut out the DREAM letters to make templates.

Lay a letter on top of one of your fabric sandwiches and cut out its shape.

Repeat for all 5 letters.

Now for the hardest part- using a paper punch, punch two holes in each letter to create the garland. It is very hard to punch through the Fast2Fuse, but it is possible. See if you can get some strong hands to help!

String your ribbon through the holes so that the ribbon runs behind the majority of each letter & on top in between the letters.

This pattern was created by
Katie Hennagir for
Robert Kaufman Fabrics.